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INTRODUCTION

The Micro Scientist is an extraordinarily powerful and versatile machine,

yet it's ridiculously simple to operate.

You just think your problem through, then enter it the way you would

write it out, pressing a single key whenever you come to a common mathe

matical or trigonometric function. At the end, you press = to see your answer.

If you have a programmable model you can run through a long calculation

once, and the machine will repeat all the steps automatically whenever you

enter new variables. You can program a calculation with up to 80 steps in it.

The Micro Scientist is somewhat larger than a slide rule, but it's far more

powerful and accurate than anything else its size.

To get the most out of the Micro Scientist you should go through this manual

carefully and follow all the instructions. It won't take long, and when you're

through you'll appreciate what this new tool can do for you.



BEFORE YOU START

You'll find the On/Off switch on the back.

When you switch the Micro Scientist on, all registers are cleared and the

decimal point is set to two places. Press the RESET key on the front. You'll

see 0.00 on the display.

The Micro Scientist will run about 3Y2 hours on its batteries. You can also

run it indefinitely on house current by plugging the AC adapter into the socket

on the back. Be sure to set the adapter for the right line voltage.

About 15 minutes before the batteries give out, the Micro Scientist will

warn you by flashing the display. To recharge the batteries, turn off the

machine, plug in the AC adapter and leave it overnight. You can also operate

the machine while charging the batteries.

If you have a programmable model of the Micro Scientist you'll see a

RUN/LOAD switch and a START/STOP button. The switch should be up for

now. Ignore the button.

If you have a G model, set the GRAD/DEG switch to DEG unless you work

with grads. When you're doing circular trigonometry the Micro Scientist

will assume either 360-degree circles or 400-grad circles depending on the

custom of your country and the setting of the switch.

2

IRUET II CLEAR IEITRY

Whenever you find you've made a mistake in a calculation and want to

start over, RESET will send you back to the beginning.

CLEAR ENTRY will merely erase what you just entered so you can correct

a mistake without wiping out your previous steps.

It's a good idea to press RESET before starting a calculation, just to be sure

no leftovers are cluttering up the operating registers.

If you see E---- on the display (it stands for ERROR) that means you've

tried to do something mathematically illegal or have produced a number

larger than the Micro Scientist will hold (its capacity is 10+98 to 10-98). To get

going again you'll have to press either RESET or CLEAR ENTRY.

The following misdemeanors will cause E----:

• Dividing by zero

• l/x of zero

• v'Of a negative number

• Log of zero or negative number

• Arcsine of a number greater than 1 or less than -1

• Entry of more than 13 digits (or a decimal point followed by more

than 12 digits)

• Taking the tangent of 90° or 90±n(1800)

• Calculating 0-'" with the a'" key

• Calculations that produce numbers beyond 10+98 to 10-98

• Pressing two or more keys simultaneously

• Pressing more than two keys in succession while the machine is busy

calculating (it can remember two keystrokes)
3



LET'S CALCULATE

First, practice entering numbers. Press 12345 and see the digits pop on at

the left of the decimal point, with a comma after the first two. Keep going till

you have 123456789. See how the decimal point moved right to accommo

date all the digits. Now enter some more digits. Notice that when you entered

the eleventh digit the display switched to scientific notation. Try entering a

14th digit. E----. Press RESET or CLEAR ENTRY.

Now press the decimal point key and see O. O. Enter 123456789. That's

all the fractional digits you'll see. Keep going with 1234. On 4 you'll see

E- - - - again because you can only enter 12 digits after the decimal point.

RESET OR CLEAR ENTRY.

N I t ' d . 2 X 3 - 4
owes 0 an equation: 5 + 6 =? Enter it as

••You'll see two parenthesis keys - ( and). You can nest these two deep. The

) key acts as = for the calculation inside the parentheses. Keep track of your

parentheses. If you close without opening you'll get E---- and you'll have

to start over. Same if you open a third set without closing the second.

2X3-4
Solve this variation on the previous equation: (5 + 6) ? Enter it as

I-' 10I_' _ "_,

You get a different answer, of course.

,- I I 
-. - ",_, I ,_,

fSiTl
~

Now change the decimal setting. Poke SET D.P. and 8, then SET D.P. and 9.

,-, ,,-,, ,-, ,,-, ,,-,
,-,. Ie. II:' Ie. Ie,

, ,-, ,'-' , ,-, , 0 I 0 ,-, I
, . e, Ie. II:' I ,_, I 1_' - ,_, I

Notice that the display is now in scientific notation. You can change the

decimal point setting at any time, depending on the accuracy you want to

see in your answer (the Micro Scientist is always calculating with 13 digits,

of which it will display up to 10). Regardless of where you set the decimal

point. the machine will move it left or right to protect your most significant

Notice that whenever you pressed one of the arithmetic keys the answer

to the previous calculation appeared on the screen, so that these keys act as

intermediate = keys.

4
digits. 5



:', ,-, 1-' -;
,_ I - '=, ,_, ,

o
If you wish, you can enter your numbers in scientific notation with

the EXP key, regardless of the decimal setting. 2345 x 109 + (32 X 108 ) X (45

X 10'2 ) -+- (23 X 10-9) is entered as follows:

Is:: 10
000000.00
00.000Q0.
00001g.:~1.

,_, C 0 ,_, ::"-"_, ::' '-' -; ::' ::'
,_ _, _, , _,,_, , _, " _I _,

rcHil
~

Notice that you used the CHG SIGN key to make the last exponent

negative. You can press this key before, during or after entering either man

tissa or exponent to change its sign. If a number is already negative, CHG

SIGN will make it positive.

This key puts a 12-digit 1T in the machine. SET D.P. 9 will show you

10 digits of it.

-, II' I ,- ,-, -, ,- ,- -,
::,. I 'j ,..:,.=' C 0 _-, ::,

6

As you might expect, this gives you the square root of the number on

the display.

I -; -; ::, u ,- =, 0 C ,-,
I - ",_ I .:' _, ,., _1,_,

[JJ
This gives you the reciprocal of your number.

C ,-U' ooc O::'C _ 1-' ,
_I - Ci I , ,_, _, _I 1.1 _,_I ,_, I

-This is one of the most powerful keys on the machine. It raises a num

ber (a) to a power (x). Enter the number, touch ar , enter the power and then

touch =.

Is:: 10
[2]0D0_
QD00.

7



-:, 0 ,-, ,-, =, -;
,_ . ,_,,::, ,_, _I ,

, -:, c c -:, -;, - '- -, -, '- ,

By using the parentheses you can raise to complicated powers-for

instance allJ + r xiII 8) where a = 3, b = .5, c =.2 and (J = 30°:

Is:: 10
0 ••00••00
.0000•••

You can extract funny roots with a.r and the ~ key. Suppose you want the

2.718th root of 3.14159:

I"lnI
~

This key puts the natural logarithm of your number on the screen and

puts the log base 10 in Second Function.

[2]000

•Press 2ND FUNC again and see the natural log back. The 2ND FUNC key

simply exchanges the number on the screen with the one in the Second

Function register whenever you press it.

This gives you the two antilogs.

If you need e for anything you can always get it with [2] rn

You can raise a number to a negative power-say, 3.5-4 .2 .

,-, ,-, ,-, C '0'_I - ,_, ,_, _, ,,_,

But you can't raise a negative number to a non-integer power:

00000.0D0.
I-I:: - - - -

8

•
-, 1-' ,-, ,-, ,,-,
C - I_I I_I I_I ( ,_,

,, ,-, =, '-' ,-, ,-,
i - .::, _I • I_I I_I

-:, -;,0 ::, 0
,_ - I' ,_, ,_ ,_,



,-, ,-, C Crt::,,_, - c, ,_, ,_, ,_, ,_

,-, I:: ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-,
'-' - _"_, '-' '-' '-'

Following are some more double-function keys:

ISiNl
~

You've already used this key, remember? It gives you the sine and

cosine of the angle on the display - any size angle, positive or negative,

expressed in decimal form.

001~~~1

•

(You see, the Second Function register assumed the 30 was radians and con

verted it to degrees, so the I~ I key came up with 30 the second

time around.)

••
With these two keys you can convert polar coordinates (0, r) to

rectangular (x, y) and vice versa.• is called To Rectangular, •

To Polar.

y

E-----

,- ,-, ,-, ,-,
':1 • ,_, ,_, ,_,

1 -, ,- ,-,,- ()
leo· t:t D -'

X
The legends on the keys tell you how to do it. Enter x, poke the To Polar

key, enter y and poke =. The first value (8) will be on the display, 2ND FUNC

will give you r.

To go the other way, enter the angle, poke the To Rectangular key, enter r

and poke =

If one side is -3 and the other is 4, find the angle and the hypotenuse:

lSi: 10
000.0_
•

,-, C :' =, CO'=' -; -;
,_, - _I '- _I _, _, 1-' , I

=, ,-, ,-,,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-,
_I ,_,. ,_, ,_, ,_, '_' ,_, '_' ,_, ,_,

ISIN-IICOS-I

This one gives you the arcsine and arccosine. Arcsine is limited to

the range of -90 to +90, arccosine to the range of 0 to 180. If you try to find

the arcsine or arccosine of a ,number outside the range of -1 to +1 you'll get

That gives you 300 in radians. Now get your 300 back:

This key converts decimal degrees to radians, and vice versa.

Is~10

00§

10 11



-, 1-, C ,-,
- C - .:. _'0

If the angle is 335° and the radius is 7, what are the rectangular coordinates?

00[~.0.

•
,- =, u u
,:) - -, , ,

(The DEC/D.MS key rounds degrees/minutes/seconds to the nearest

second.)

Remember that the Micro Scientist calculates in decimal degrees, so if

your problem is in degrees/minutes/seconds or radians, or if you want them

in an answer, don't forget to convert.

n CII,_, - _, , I

=, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-,_, ,_, - '_I '_I '_I

These two keys give you tangents and arctangents. The sign of

the tangent is correct, and the angle may be positive or negative, of any

magnitude. Arctangent is limited to the range of -9.99 x 1099 to +9.99 X

1099, and the resulting angle will lie between -90 and +90 degrees (-100

to +100 grads).

000

IO~s II ~ IOEC D.MS

These convert degrees/minutes/seconds (or g'rads) to decimal

degrees, and vice versa. Convert 65°21' 46" to decimal degrees:

I ~E: 10
00D0QGJ0~

,- C =, ,- -::, -; -;o _,. _, 0 '- , ,

Iilll
Lffi.J
12

,- ,- -::" I , ,- ,-,
0":'. ,_ , I 0 '-'

13



CIRCULAR TRIG EXAMPLES

Find the arccosine of .635 in degrees/minutes/seconds:

Or--BlGlrsrrs;=nB~L...J L:.JL..J~ Lf!!J
c ,-, ::' u '_' () ,-,
_11_' • _, I ,,_, '-'

Find the arctangent of 1.562 in radians:

I ,-, n '::,::,, - '-' '-' ,-,-,
Find the arccosine of .70710 in radians:

,-, -; c, ,~ u ,-,
1-' - ,,_, _I ,,-,

Now try the sine of .683 radians

,-, ,-::" 1-:'
I_I - 0 _, I 1 ,_

Now let's do SIN[21T(31.52l +.524]

0.0.0~000
.0000.§BOO

_ ,-, ,- ,-, I I C, I
,_, - ,:-J ,_, "i -' ,

14

If you weren't watching the display you missed seeing a remarkable num

ber just before you pressed SIN/COS: 11,377.22298 degrees, buried in the

middle of an innocent calculation. You're probably not accustomed to accu

racy like that, but you'll learn to love it.

15
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STROKESAVERS

1-'
::' -

-:, -;
'- ,-
0''-' ,-

,-,
::, -

01
'-' ,-

,- ,-,- ,
0._-,01-

,-
0-

o-' .

, -:,
I ,_ -

,-
0-

, -:,
I ,_ -

-::, u
,_ I -

See if you can figure out what is happening. (Don't bother to play around

with -+ or -. It won't get you anywhere.)

17



'-', -

-,
C_

,_, ,_, ,_, U
" , , 1-

o 000'.'. '_I '_' ,_, -

u u u-:,'. , "--
Add 2 to it:

Divide it in half:

Multiply it by 4:

Easy? Just remember to push ST" before the arithmetic key, the register

number after.

RCL n, however, does not empty a register. It simply copies the number

onto the display, leaving it still in its register.

You can add a number to what's in a register, subtract from it, multiply it

or divide it-do anything to it that you would do to a number in the entry

register.

Put 4442 in Register 0:

1-:, =, u C1'_ ._I , _, -

uc ,- -; n,_, .0 ,,:,_

STORING NUMBERS

Remember, when you put a number into a register with ST" it will replace

whatever was in that register before.

,-,
'-' .

I -:, =, ,,,
,,_ . _I I ..:, -

You can exchange a number in the entry register with one that's stored in a

register by poking EXCH n and the register digit. That's handy if you've filled

all ten registers and want to use one of the stored numbers without losing

the number on the display It'll be in the register you exchanged it to when

ever you want it back.

•••The three black keys in the leftmost row get you into and out of ten

storage registers.

To store a number in a register, just press STn and a single digit for the

address of the register (0 through 9). To get the number back, press RCL" and

the register digit.

GJ0000.0 ~~~~~

18 19



Just as you can add, subtract, multiply or divide directly into a register,

you can do the same out of a register:

-, ::,, '- -

'-', -
1 ,-,
10 -

I ::,
1 L -

You'll also see how you can add one scratchpad register to another, sub

tract one from another, multiply or divide one by another, raise one to the

power of another, etc.:

",:,u 0 0 =,",:,
1- "_'. 1_' _,,_ -

20

EXAM

The Chezy-Manning equation determines the flow of water in a circular

pipe. This is it:

(
1.4857T/4)D8/3S1l2

42/3
Q = -'-----'-_c--__

n

Let's let D (diameter in feet) be 1.5, 5 (slope in feet perfoot) be .001, and n

(roughness coefficient) be .015.

If you're going to solve the equation more than once, you should store the
. 1.4857T/4 b

expression 42/3 ecause it's a constant. Compute it as follows and stick

it in Register O.

Is:: 10
QD000.8.0
••0 ••0.0•
•••0

,-, I I ,- -, ,-I
,_, - i 0 C ,:,

::, 0 -; ,- ()
,_ - ,_, I,:l_,

21



If you get 2.8769 cubic feet, you pass. Of course, if you're going to solve a

lot of Chezy-Manning equations you'd better program the whole sequence

so you won't have to keep repeating all those steps. Next chapter.

SCRATCHPAD PROGRAMMING

Now you're going to program the Chezy-Manning equation. First press

RESET, then flip the RUN/LOAD switch down, and you're ready to enter

your program. Notice that the display has changed.

,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, ,-,,-, ,-, ,-, ,-, I
,_, - ,_, ,_, ,_, ,_, ,_, ,_, ,_, ,_, ,_, I

MANTISSA EXP STEP

22

While you're loading a program the Micro Scientist displays everything in

scientific notation. The two digits on the right tell you what program step

you're about to execute. This one has 23 steps in it.

You enter the program by simply repeating the equation, except that be

fore you enter each variable you press the START/STOP button. (With the

switch on LOAD the START/STOP button tells the program to stop at that

point so you can enter a variable. With the switch on RUN it tells the pro

gram to start running again after you've entered the variable.) Press START/

STOP when you're through entering to tell the machine the program is

complete.

R be ' h 1.48517/4 d' R' 0emem r, you ve got t e constant 42/3 store In eglster , so you

don't have to go through that routine unless you turned the machine off, in

which case you'll have to compute it again (see page 21) and stick it in

Register O.

You also won't need to treat the roughness coefficient (.015) as a variable

because you're merely going to see what happens to the flow with different

sizes of pipe and different slopes. So you'll only have two variables-di

ameter and slope.
23



" ,,:, =, =, -;, I • ,_ -' -' ,

, IJ =, 0 ,_, ,~
I , • -' ,_, "_f

,,- -; .-:: -; .-::
'--' - ,-, ,-,

,-, ,- -:, '='0
'3 , _ _-. ,_ _, '_'

=, ,-, ,-, -; 1-' ,-,-' ,_, - =, I =, '-'

Let's change both.

We call this a scratchpad programmer because it can save you an enor

mous amount of jotting and scribbling. If you've got a variety of big prob

lems that you do over and over, you'd better look at our desktop computers.

They're just as easy to operate, but they have more than 4,000 program

steps, over 500 memory registers, and you can store programs and data for

ever on magnetic cards, punched cards, tapes and cassettes. You can get

printed output in just about any format you want.

We'll be happy to demonstrate one to you. In the meantime, have fun with

your new little partner. 25

You can put up to 80 program steps into the Micro Scientist. If you try to

put in more than that, it will go back to the beginning and start over, erasing

the original steps as it goes.

NOTE: You can't press RESET or CLEAR ENTRY while you're loading a

program. If you make a mistake you'll have to flip the switch to

RUN and back to LOAD and start over.

=000=0000
IImI..

,- ,c,,- 0
,:t - ,_, _-' ,_,

Enter the program like this:

24

When you're through you should see the answer: 2.876924. Now flip the

RUN/LOAD switch up and see it to the original four decimal places. Now

let's run the program with the same variables. First press START/STOP.

You'll see the constant recalled from Register 0 (0.4628) and the machine

will wait for you to put in the first variable. Enter 1.5 and press START/STOP.

When the machine waits again, enter .001 and press START/STOP. You

should see good old 2.8769 again.

Now let's try some other values for pipe size, keeping slope the same.

=0=D000=

Now let's change the slope and keep the original diameter.

=000=0000=

=000=D000
mmI..



BATTERY OPERATION AND RECHARGING
Your Micro Scientist may be operated with the batteries it is shipped with

or on normal AC with the accessory adapterlcharger provided (set

the adapter/charger to your line voltage).

The nickel-cadmium batteries supplied are rechargeable. Useful life is

approximately 1,000 charge/discharge cycles - nearly four years of average

daily operation. When fully discharged, the batteries will require about 15

hours to become fully charged, with the charger plugged in and the Micro

Scientist turned off. With the machine turned on and operating, recharging

will take somewhat longer.

In an emergency, any standard "D" cell may be used. Carbon-zinc bat

teries have a life of approximately two hours. Alkaline batteries will last

approximately two and one-half hours.

To remove the batteries, turn the Micro Scientist over. Squeeze the two

round plungers at the top of the case together and pull outward on the

handle. The battery compartment will swing open. Remove the batteries

and replace with fresh ones. Nickel-cadmium batteries, Compucorp Part

No. 3400017, are recommended.

NOTE: Observe polarity of batteries when installing. Improper battery

installation may severely damage the calculator. Follow this

26 diagram when installing batteries.

WARNING

Standard "D" cell carbon zinc flas~light batteries
may not be used while the adopter IS connected
and operating on AC power. It could be dangerous
or couse severe damage to the calculator.


